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Online Tools

Adaptationcommunity.net

- For the interested public and experts
- **Information, webinars and trainings**
  - Vulnerability & Risk Assessment
  - Mainstreaming and NAP
  - Private Sector Adaptation
  - M&E
  - ...

NDC Adaptation Toolbox

- For **policy-makers**, ministries, NGOs, private sector, technical experts
- Collection of adaptation **instruments**
  Mostly developed for NAP process

https://www.adaptationcommunity.net/

http://www.adaptationcommunity.net/nap-ndc/ndc-adaptation-toolbox/
Online Tools

NDC Accounting Rules

- For **policy-makers** and experts
- **Guide** for emission and removals accounting to NDC mitigation targets
- Excel tool for ease under development


National MRV Tool

- For **NAMA** developers/implementers
- **Step-by-step** instruction to develop an MRV-system
- **MRV** of emissions, of support, NAMAs

NDC Helpdesk

- **Short-term support** service for NDC implementation challenges through a network of experts
- **Examples:**
  - Short term expert missions
  - Studies, analysis, reports
  - Workshops, trainings
  - Webinars, online learning

[https://www.ndc-cluster.net/helpdesk](https://www.ndc-cluster.net/helpdesk)
GIZ NDC Training (under development)

- **Targeting decision-makers & experts** involved in NDC implementation
  - GIZ staff
  - Staff of partner organisations
  - Other experts
- Training modules **tailored to each target group** and participants‘ background

**Module 1:** Paris Agreement & NDCs
**Module 2:** Mitigation
**Module 3:** Adaptation

**Module 4:** NDC Financing
**Module 5:** Transparency
**Module 6:** Multi-stakeholder cooperation & leadership
Publications: Studies, guides, policy briefs

www.adaptationcommunity.net/publications

https://www.ecbi.org/ecbi-publications-0
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